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Managing Public Meeting Madness

Ways To Help Ensure Success When Handling Contentious Issues 
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‣ Often, not well-planned or conducted
‣ Outspoken people allowed to dominate
‣ Participants allowed to degrade others
‣ Participants don’t stick to the topic

The Problem with Public Meetings
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Determine the purpose of the meeting
‣ Inform?
‣ Consult?
‣ Involve?

Before The Meeting: Planning
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Build relationships with participants in 
advance
‣ Identify and involve key stakeholders
‣ Include diversity of citizens who have a 

substantial interest in the outcome

Before The Meeting: Planning
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Build relationships with participants in 
advance
‣ Diversity will ensure that relevant 

information is not overlooked
‣ It can also help legitimize the final actions

Before The Meeting: Planning
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Develop a draft agenda
‣ If possible, present to participants before the 

meeting; revise if necessary
‣ Focus on the what, how, who and when

Before The Meeting: Planning
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‣ WHAT: Issues to be discussed
‣ HOW: Means or process to address the issues
‣ WHO: ...will present or discuss the agenda item?
‣ WHEN: When on the agenda & time allotted

Before The Meeting: Planning
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Consider the meeting space
‣ Crowded rooms empower the audience
‣ Find an appropriate space & room arrangement

Before The Meeting: Planning
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Standing crowds are more prone to outbursts
‣ Make sure that everyone has a seat.
‣ Get a bigger room or order more chairs if needed

Before The Meeting: Planning
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‣ Consider using a third-party facilitator
‣ They don’t have a stake, therefore are often 

perceived as able to implement a process viewed 
as “fair” by the participants.

Contentious Meetings: Additional Actions
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What kind of facilitator?
‣ One who actively listens, acknowledges and 

understands participant comments
‣ Avoid “authoritarian” facilitators who could 

escalate anger though!

Contentious Meetings: Additional Actions
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How should the facilitator maintain order?
‣ Rather than impose a solution to interruptions, 

he or she can state the problem and engage the 
audience to find a solution

Contentious Meetings: Additional Actions
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Ground rules
‣ Stating the ground rules at the start can help 

maintain order if problems arise
‣ Disruptors can be reminded of the rules
‣ Facilitator intervenes if behavior doesn’t change

At The Meeting
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Crowds like to be acknowledged
‣ Voice appreciation for the audiences’ attendance

‣ Acknowledge their passion for the issue

‣ Assure them they will be shown respect and given an 
opportunity to speak

At The Meeting
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Avoiding outbursts from the audience
‣ Provide a designated podium or microphone for 

commenters to speak from

‣ Have a sign-in sheet and require commenters to state 
their name at the beginning of their comments

At The Meeting
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Avoiding outbursts from the audience
‣ Agitated crowds are encouraged by interaction., so 

resist the temptation to answer questions on the fly 
from commenters

‣ Never engage in dialogue with a heckler

At The Meeting
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Show only as much force as necessary
‣ Don’t intimidate a peaceful crowd by parading 

officers or security guards at the front of the meeting

‣ But...do have appropriate personnel on hand and 
ready to confront any attendee who requires it

At The Meeting
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Encourage everyone to “stay cool”
‣ Don’t allow the meeting space to become 

uncomfortably warm.

‣ Being hot and uncomfortable raises the likelihood of 
outbursts. It also makes people become impatient.

At The Meeting
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Be a polite host
‣ If possible provide refreshments such as bottled 

water, coffee, and perhaps even a snack

‣ Providing snacks outside of (but next to) the meeting 
space can help diffuse emotions

At The Meeting
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Ensure the media has a place
‣ TV cameras generally are allowed to roam, but they 

will often agree with requests to keep to a certain 
area so as not to disrupt the meeting. Especially if you 
supply a camera platform, power, and audio feed.

At The Meeting
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Don’t let special interest groups monopolize
‣ When you focus on the people you are most worried 

about, it’s a disservice to the public who showed up 
to discuss the issue. We need to respect the time they 
took to show up.

At The Meeting
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